BETTER WORLD LINKS
www.betterworldlinks.org

1) Two Coworkers / Moderators
for LINK MAINTENANCE

Works like a Wikipedia for links.
Balanced, progressive and liberal.
All links are hand-picked.
Guaranteed advertisement-free !

Goal: To offer more quality links
for fellow citizens in English

About Us & Our Principles:
www.betterworldlinks.org/about.php
So far, there are three professionals
working on this project in their spare time.
This non-profit project has existed for 13
years and benefits from the assistance
of a programmer.

Three COWORKERS wanted !
Goal: Professionalisation of Better
World Links - in order to reach more
fellow citizens and potential users and
to integrate more experts and NGOs
(know-how), with the ultimate aim
of helping create a better world.
Requirements:
A desire to promote peace, human rights,
environmental sustainability, democracy,
and social justice combined with
intelligence and sensitivity.
Good communication and English skills.
Timing: Flexible, e.g. 10 - 20 - 40 hours
per week. Start: Anytime in mid 2010.
Duration: 3 months to 3 years (or longer).
Location: You can work from home !

Required:
Delight in education and internet surfing.
Enjoyment of making knowledge
available to others.
Fast broadband internet access !
Expected: Approx. > 150 - 300 - 600 new
links per week or approx. 500 - 1000 - 2000
checked links with a noticeable quality
improvement (equates 10 - 20 - 40 hours).

2) One Coworker for PUBLIC
RELATIONS
Goal: To help make Better World Links
known to more people
Requirements: Enjoyment of public
relations and creative networking.
Fluency in spoken and written English.
Duties: Public and press relations:
Acquisition of experts and NGOs, linking,
producing a mailing list and a newsletter
every 3 months, possibly fundraising.

CONTACT: Norbert@betterworldlinks.org

What We Offer: Individual guidance and
support. A meaningful and satisfying
activity which benefits all !

Please mail a brief C.V. or profile
and phone number or Skype name.

Salary: 250 - 500 - 1000 Euro per month.
Money is paid after the work is done.
(The amount relates to a Central European
standard of living. Up to 50% more can
be paid if the job is done well.)

I will get in touch soon to discuss matters.

Of course volunteers are welcome, too !

Experience in non-profit organisations,
higher education and references
would be advantageous.

